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Abstract

A computer analysis is developed for studying the energy and availability performance of a turbo-
charged diesel engine, operating under transient load conditions. The model incorporates many novel fea-
tures for the simulation of transient operation, such as detailed analysis of mechanical friction, separate
consideration for the processes of each cylinder during a cycle (‘‘multi-cylinder’’ model) and mathemat-
ical modeling of the fuel pump. This model has been validated against experimental data taken from a
turbocharged diesel engine, located at the authors’ laboratory and operated under transient conditions.
The availability terms for the diesel engine and its subsystems are analyzed, i.e. cylinder for both the
open and closed parts of the cycle, inlet and exhaust manifolds, turbocharger and aftercooler. The
present analysis reveals, via multiple diagrams, how the availability properties of the diesel engine and its
subsystems develop during the evolution of the engine cycles, assessing the importance of each property.
In particular the irreversibilities term, which is absent from any analysis based solely on the first-law of
thermodynamics, is given in detail as regards transient response as well as the rate and cumulative terms
during a cycle, revealing the magnitude of contribution of all the subsystems to the total availability
destruction.
# 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Diesel engine simulation modeling has long been established as an effective tool for studying

engine performance and contributing to evaluation and new developments. Thermodynamic



Nomenclature

A availability (J)
b flow availability (J/kg)
cp specific heat capacity under constant pressure (J/kg K)
cv specific heat capacity under constant volume (J/kg K)
G mass moment of inertia (kg m2) or Gibbs free enthalpy (J)
g specific Gibbs free enthalpy (J/kg)
h specific enthalpy (J/kg)
I irreversibility (J)
m mass (kg)
_mm mass flow rate (kg/s)
N engine speed (rpm)
p pressure (Pa)
Q heat (J)
Rs specific gas constant (J/kg K)
S entropy (J/K)
s specific entropy (J/kg K)
T absolute temperature (K) or torque (N m)
t time (s)
U internal energy (J)
V volume (m3)
z fuel pump rack position (m)

Greek symbols

l chemical potential (J/kg)
u crank angle (deg or rad)
x angular velocity (s�1)

Subscripts

o reference conditions
1 initial conditions
2 compressor outlet
3 aftercooler outlet
4 inlet manifold
5 cylinder
6 exhaust manifold
7 turbine outlet
C compressor
ch chemical
e engine
em exhaust manifold
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f fuel
fb fuel burning
fr friction
g gas
i any species
im inlet manifold
j any cylinder
L load or loss
TC turbocharger
T turbine
tot total
w wall or work

Abbreviations
v
CA degrees of crank angle
rpm revolutions per minute
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models of the real diesel engine cycle [1–5] have served as effective tools for complete analysis of
engine performance and sensitivity to various operating parameters.
Transient response, especially of turbocharged diesel engines, forms a significant part of their

operation and is often characterized by short but serious off-design functions, requiring careful
and proper modeling for successful study of the speed response. Transient diesel engine model-
ing extends from quasi-linear codes [3] using experimental data at steady-state conditions
together with dynamic equations for the engine, turbocharger and governor, to more advanced
works where the simulation is based on a detailed thermodynamic (per degree crank angle)
analysis [6–12].
Moreover, during the last two decades, it has become clear that second-law (availability)

analysis, with detailed study of what is happening during a process, has contributed a new way
of thinking about and studying various thermodynamic engine processes [13–22]. Second-law
theory introduces the term of irreversibilities, the reduction of which can lead to better engine
performance, as well as the ability of increasing the overall engine efficiency by possible recov-
ery of the work potential in the exhaust gases or heat losses. Consequently, a combined first and
second-law study is required for issues concerning engine design, evaluation and performance.
Second-law research has focused on fundamental analyses [13,14,17,21] but also on irrever-

sibilities production [16,21–25], limited-cooled engine operation [23], parametric study of speed
and load effects [26], comparison between different burning fuels [27] as well as spark-ignition
engines [24].
However, it should be noted that the second-law analysis has always been applied in the past

to the steady-state operation of internal combustion engines. The corresponding transient oper-
ation case was dealt once in Ref. [28] by the present research group, concerning naturally aspi-
rated engines. In this paper, the second-law analysis is extended to cover the intrinsically more
complicated turbocharged engines transient operation.
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For this purpose, a transient diesel engine simulation code, based on the filling and emptying
modeling technique, has been developed, which incorporates some important novel features to
account for the peculiarities of the transient operations. Improved relations concerning
(indirect) fuel injection, combustion, dynamic analysis, heat transfer to the cylinder walls, fric-
tion modeling, fuel pump operation and turbocharger and aftercooler operation during the
transient response have been developed [10–12], which contribute to a more in-depth modeling.
Furthermore, a multi-cylinder engine model is incorporated, i.e. one which solves the corre-
sponding differential equations individually for each cylinder, providing a more detailed simu-
lation of the transient processes. The latter issue is important since, during a transient event,
considerable differentiations in fueling from cylinder to cylinder inside the same cycle are
observed, mainly during the first cycles.
The experimental investigation was carried out on a 6-cylinder, IDI (indirect injection), turbo-

charged and aftercooled, medium-high speed diesel engine of marine duty coupled to a
hydraulic brake, located at the authors’ laboratory. A high-speed data acquisition system was
setup for measuring engine and turbocharger variables performance, under both steady-state
and transient operation. The transient behavior of the engine is predicted adequately by the
developed code, despite the long non-linear brake loading times and the IDI nature of the engine.
The availability balance equation is applied to the present diesel engine and all of its sub-

systems, i.e. compressor, aftercooler, inlet manifold, cylinder for both the closed and open parts of
the cycle, exhaust manifold and turbine. Various availability properties developed during a transi-
ent event such as work, heat transfer, exhaust gas and irreversibilities are depicted in detailed mul-
tiple diagrams. In particular, the irreversibilities terms (reduced to the incoming fuel availability or
total irreversibilities) for the diesel engine and its subsystems are provided for every transient
cycle, for the first time. Moreover, the rate and cumulative terms of all important availability
properties are given, in comparison, for the first and last cycle of the transient event. The impor-
tance of the combustion irreversibilities as well as of the exhaust manifold ones is readily revealed.
2. Energy analysis

2.1. General process description

There is a spatial uniformity of pressure, temperature and composition in the combustion
chamber at each instant of time (single-zone model). The fuel is dodecane (C12H26) with a lower
heating value, LHV ¼ 42; 500 kJ=kg. Polynomial expressions proposed by Krieger and Borman
[2] are used for each of the four species (O2, N2, CO2, and H2O) considered, concerning the
evaluations of internal energy and specific heat capacities for first-law applications to the engine
cylinder contents [1–5,10]. The filling and emptying modeling technique is used for the simu-
lation of all systems processes. A brief summary of the most important equations is given in
Appendix A.
2.2. In-cylinder processes

For the study of the combustion process, the model proposed by Whitehouse and Way is
used [2,3,10]. This model, with separate equations describing the preparation and the reaction
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rate of the burning process inside the cylinder, has proven its reliability at both steady-state and
transient conditions. Moreover, for a more proper simulation of transient response, the combus-
tion modeling applied takes into consideration the continuously changing nature of operating
conditions. Thus the constant K1, in the preparation rate equation of the Whitehouse–Way
model, is correlated with the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) of the fuel droplets by a formula of
the type K1 / ð1=SMDÞ2 [2]. Here, an empirical expression proposed by Hiroyasu et al. [29] is
used for the evaluation of SMD at each cycle.
The model of Annand [1–3,10] is used to simulate heat loss to the cylinder walls. In parti-

cular, for transient engine operation, an hysterysis expression is used to update the wall tem-
perature Tw at each consecutive cycle, which changes as a result of the increase in speed and/or
fueling [10].
For the calculation of friction inside the cylinder, the method proposed by Rezeka and

Henein [30] is adopted, which describes the non-steady profile of friction torque during each
cycle. In this method, the total amount of friction is divided into six parts, i.e. ring viscous
lubrication, ring mixed lubrication, piston skirt, valve train, auxiliaries and journal bearings.
The important aspect about this method is that friction torque varies during each degree crank
angle in the engine simulation, unlike the mean fmep (friction mean effective pressure)
approaches used so far by all other researchers.
2.3. Multi-cylinder model

For the proper simulation of the transient engine performance, a multi-cylinder engine model
is developed, i.e. one in which all the governing differential and algebraic equations are solved
individually for every one cylinder of the 6-cylinder engine under study. At steady-state oper-
ation, the performance of each cylinder is essentially the same, due to the steady-state operation
of the governor clutch resulting in the same amount of fuel injected per cycle.
At transient operation, on the contrary, each cylinder experiences different fueling during the

same engine cycle due to the continuous movement of the fuel pump rack, initiated by the load
or speed change. These differentiations in fueling are sometimes in the order of 10% or even
more, in the same cycle, when comparing the first and the last cylinder with respect to the firing
order. Thus, they can result in significant differentiations in torque response and finally speed,
mainly during the early cycles, so affecting significantly the whole engine operation.
2.4. Fuel pump operation

The amount of fuel injected per cycle and cylinder is found according to the instantaneous
values of engine speed and fuel pump rack position, existing at the point of static injection tim-
ing of the particular cylinder. In all the previous transient simulations, steady-state fuel pump
characteristics were made use of (rack position according to speed and load). In this work, a
mathematical fuel injection model is used [31] to simulate the fuel pump, providing also the
dynamic injection timing and the duration of injection for each transient cycle. This constitutes
a vital improvement in transient modeling, since the fueling characteristics during a transient
event differ broadly compared to the steady-state curves.
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3. Dynamic analysis

3.1. Engine dynamics

If Gtot represents the total system moment of inertia (engine, flywheel and load), then the con-
servation of energy principle applied to the total system (engine plus load) yields [1,10,11]:

Teðu;xÞ � TLðxÞ � Tfrðu;xÞ ¼ Gtot
dx
dt

(1)

where Teðu;xÞ stands for the instantaneous value of the engine torque, consisting of the gas
and the inertia forces torque. In the analysis, the complex (reciprocating and rotating at the
same time) movement of the connecting rod is taken into consideration [11]. Also, TLðxÞ is the
load torque, which, for the hydraulic brake coupled to the engine examined, is TLðxÞ / x2.
Lastly, Tfrðu;xÞ stands for the friction torque, which varies during each cycle and for every cyl-
inder according to the explicit friction analysis based on the Rezeka–Henein method [30].
3.2. Turbocharger dynamics

Accordingly, the dynamic equation for the turbocharger is [1,3,8]:

gmTC _WWT � _WWC

�� �� ¼ GTC
dxTC

dt
(2)

where _WWC and _WWT are the instantaneous values for the compressor and turbine power, respect-
ively, while the turbocharger mechanical efficiency gmTC is mainly a function of its speed.
3.3. Governor dynamics

To find the instantaneous fuel pump rack position z which is initiated by the mechanical gov-
ernor clutch movement, during the transient operation, a second order differential equation is
used [3,6,12]:

d2z

du2
¼ c1

dz

du
þ c2zþ c3zx

2 þ c4x
2 þ c5 (3)

with constants ci(i ¼ 1; . . . ; 5) derived after calibration against experimental data under transient
conditions.
4. Second-law analysis

4.1. General description

The availability of a system in a given state is defined as the maximum reversible work that
can be produced through interaction of the system with its surroundings, as it reaches thermal,
mechanical and chemical equilibrium [13–16,19,21]. As regards chemical equilibrium, some
researchers propose that the work that could be obtained due to the difference in the partial
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pressures between the system constituents at the dead state and their surroundings counterparts
should also be included [13,20,21]. This work could be extracted with the use of semi-permeable
membranes or other special devices such as the Van’t Hoff cells. Other researchers claim that
the production of this work is practically impossible, so it should not be accounted for in the
calculations [15,19,23]. This approach is followed in the present study with thermal and mech-
anical availability terms being taken into account, while chemical availability is involved only in
the reaction of fuels to form products. Since the present study concerns a diesel engine, so
working at lean conditions, there are practically no partial products in the exhaust that could
contain substantial chemical availability. Of course, this is unlike the case of a spark-ignition
engine working at rich conditions [21].
Application of the availability balance equation to the diesel engine subsystems, on a

v
CA

basis, yields the relations to be given in the succeeding paragraphs [13,17,21,25,26,28]. Indices
1–7 refer to the strategic points locations indicated on the schematic arrangement of the engine
depicted in Fig. 1.
4.2. Cylinder

For the cylinder, we have

dAj

du
¼ _mm4jb4 � _mm5jb5j

6N
� dAw

du
� dAL

du
þ dAf

du
� dI

du
(4)

with _mm4j the incoming flow rate from the inlet manifold and _mm5j the outgoing one to the exhaust
manifold for the particular cylinder j according to the energy analysis:

dAw

du
¼ ðp5j � poÞ

dV

du
(5)
ematic arrangement of the diesel engine, manifolds, turbocharger and af
Fig. 1. Sch tercooler.
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is the work transfer, where dV=du is the rate of change of cylinder volume with crank angle

and p5j the instantaneous cylinder pressure:

dAL

du
¼ dQL

du
1� To

T5j

� �
(6)

is the heat transfer to the cylinder walls (considered here as external to the cylinder control vol-

ume) with dQL=du given by the Annand correlation, and T5j the instantaneous cylinder gas

temperature:

dAf

du
¼ dmfb

du
afch (7)

is the injected fuel availability, with afch being the (chemical) availability associated with burn-

ing of liquid hydrocarbon fuels of the type CmHn and is given by Moran [13]:

afch ¼ LHV 1:04224þ 0:011925
n

m
� 0:042

m

� �
(8)

For the present analysis, m ¼ 12, n ¼ 26 and afch ¼ 1:064 LHV. The fuel burning rate dmfb=du
is calculated, for each computational step, with the use of the Whitehouse–Way model. The term

on the lhs of Eq. (4) is expressed explicitly as

dAj

du
¼ dUj

du
þ po

dVj

du
� To

dSj
du

� dGoj

du
(9)

representing the change in the availability of the contents of cylinder j under consideration.

Details about the derivation of terms U, S, and Go are given in Appendix A.
The terms b4 and b5 in Eq. (4) refer to the flow availability of the incoming and the outgoing

cylinder mass flow rate, respectively, defined as [13]:

b ¼ h� ho � Toðs� soÞ (10)

The term dI=du in Eq. (4) is the rate of irreversibility production within the cylinder which

consists mainly of the combustion term, while inlet-valve throttling and mixing of the incoming

air with the cylinder residuals contribute a little.
4.3. Compressor

For the compressor, no control volume exists and the availability balance equation reads

_mm1b1 � _mm2b2
6N

þ
_WWC

6N
¼ dIC

du
(11)

with _mm1 ¼ _mm2 the charge air flow rate.
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4.4. Aftercooler

For the aftercooler (IC), similarly, the availability balance equation is

_mm2b2 � _mm3b3
6N

� DAw ¼ dIIC
du

(12)

where b2 is the flow availability at the compressor outlet–aftercooler inlet, b3 the flow avail-
ability at the aftercooler outlet–inlet manifold inlet, and

DAw ¼ _mmwcpw Tw-out � Tw-in � TolnðTw-out=Tw-inÞ½ 	
6N

(13)

is the increase in the availability of the cooling medium [13] having mass flow rate _mmw, specific
(mass) heat capacity cpw, initial temperature entering the aftercooler Tw-in and final temperature
leaving the aftercooler Tw-out. Here, the irreversibilities account for the loss of availability due
to the transfer of heat to a cooler medium (a very small amount of destroyed availability, as will
be shown in Fig. 7). This is a procedure not desirable according to the second-law of thermody-
namics, although from the first-law perspective it is of particular importance for the increase of
the output of the engine (increase of volumetric efficiency).
4.5. Inlet manifold

For the inlet manifold, the availability balance equation is

dAim

du
¼

_mm3b3 �
P6

j¼1 _mm4jb4

6N
� dIim

du
(14)

where b4 is the flow availability at the intake-manifold and j ¼ 1; . . . ; 6 the cylinder exchanging
mass with the inlet manifold found from the energy analysis at each degree crank angle. The
term for irreversibilities dIim=du accounts mainly for the mixing of incoming air with the
intake-manifold contents.
4.6. Exhaust manifold

For the exhaust manifold, the availability balance equation is

dAem

du
¼

P6
j¼1 _mm5jb5j � _mm6b6

6N
� dIem

du
þ dALem

du
(15)

where index 6 identifies the exhaust manifold state. The term

dALem

du
¼ dQLem

du
1� To

T6

� �
(16)

accounts for heat losses at the exhaust manifold (considered as external to the manifold control
volume, thus not included in the respective irreversibilities), where T6 is the instantaneous tem-
perature of the manifold contents. The term dIem=du is the irreversibility rate in the exhaust
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manifold, which arises from throttling across the exhaust valve, mixing of cylinder exhaust gases
with manifold contents and friction along the manifold length.
The dA=du terms given in the previous equations for the cylinder and the manifolds are eval-

uated according to Eq. (9); for unsteady operations they do not sum up to zero (as they do for
steady-state operation) at the end of a full cycle of the working medium. Their respective cumu-
lative values

Ð
ðdA=duÞ du are, however, small (not more than 0.40% of the incoming fuel’s

availability) compared to the other availability terms, due to the large total moment of inertia
of the examined engine-brake system, which slows down the reaction of the fuel pump rack and
consequently the speed response of the engine.
4.7. Turbine

For the turbine, the availability balance equation is

_mm6b6 � _mm7b7
6N

� _WWT ¼ dIT
du

(17)

with 7 denoting the state of the gases leaving the turbine to the atmosphere.
All the equations for the energy and availability simulation are solved for every 1=4

v
CA for

the closed part of each cycle, or every 1=2
v
CA for the open part. The dynamic ones are solved

once every degree crank angle for the diesel engine and every 120
v
CA for the turbocharger.
5. Experimental facilities and measurements

The objective of the experimental test bed developed was to validate the transient perform-
ance of the engine simulation. To accomplish this task, the engine was coupled to a hydraulic
brake (dynamometer). The basic data for the engine, turbocharger, brake and data processing
system are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Basic data for engine, turbocharger, dynamometer and data logging system
Engine model and type M
WM TbRHS 518S in-line, 6-cylinder, 4-stroke, compression
ignition, IDI, turbocharged, aftercooled, marine duty
Speed range 1
000–1500 rpm

Bore/stroke 1
40/180 mm

Compression ratio 1
7.7

Maximum power 3
20 hp (236 kW) at 1500 rpm

Maximum torque 1
520 N m at 1250 rpm

Total moment of inertia (engine, flywheel and
brake)

1
5.60 kg m2
Brake model and type S
chenck U1-40, hydraulic brake

Turbocharger moment of inertia 7
:5
 10�4 kg m2
Data logging system T
wo 12-bit, 8-channel ADCs, 100 kHz max. sampling rate, installed
on IBM compatible PCs
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The experimental investigation was conducted on an MWM TbRHS 518S, 6-cylinder, turbo-
charged and aftercooled, IDI, medium-high speed diesel engine of marine duty. The engine is
fitted with a Kuehnle, Kopp and Kausch (KKK) turbocharger and a water aftercooler (a/c)
after the turbocharger compressor. It is fitted with a variable-speed mechanical governor. The
engine is permanently coupled to a Schenck hydraulic dynamometer. This is a variable fill
brake, with the loading accomplished via the brake lever, which controls the amount of water
swirling inside the machine. Details about the experimental setup can be found in Ref. [12].
Since the particular engine is one with a relatively small speed range, mainly load changes

(increases), with constant governor setting, commencing from various initial engine speeds were
examined. These were used to validate the model’s accuracy at transient conditions.
6. Results and discussion

A typical example of a conducted transient experiment is given in Fig. 2. Here, the initial load
was 10% of the full engine load at 1180 rpm. The final load applied was almost 75% of the full
engine load; it was applied in 0.2 s.
The application of the final load was effected by the movement of the brake control lever (this

task lasted 0.2 s), which in turn increased the amount of water inside the brake by appropriately
increasing the active surface of the inlet tube. However, this hydraulic brake is characterized by
. 2. Predicted and experimental engine energy response to an increase in loa
Fig d.
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a high mass moment of inertia, in the order of 5.375 kg m2, resulting in long and non-linear
actual load-change times. This phenomenon was accounted for in the simulation model by arbi-
trarily increasing the load appliance time. The overall matching between experimental and pre-
dicted transient responses seems to be satisfactory for both engine and turbocharger variables
(engine speed, maximum pressure for main chamber, fuel pump rack position and boost pressure).
We also provide in Fig. 2, turbocharger speed and soot emission variations. The prediction of

soot given here should be seen with caution, since a single-zone model is not capable of predict-
ing it accurately. A simple expression of the type BSN ¼ s1 e

s2AFR has been used, where BSN is
the Bosch Smoke Number of the current cycle, with the constants s1 and s2 derived after cali-
bration against experimental data at steady-state conditions, and AFR is the corresponding
cycle air to fuel mass ratio.
The predicted availability response of the engine and its subsystems for the particular load-

change is depicted in the following diagrams.
Fig. 3 shows the response of the in-cylinder availability terms, viz., work, heat loss to the

walls, exhaust gas and irreversibilities as a function of the engine cycles. All of these terms are
cumulative values (J) over each cycle (for cylinder no. 1 of the engine). The availability term for
work and heat loss to the walls increase with the increase in fueling as a function of the engine
cycles, because of increases in the charge temperature resulting from increases of the injected
fuel quantities and accompanying fuel–air equivalence ratios. Similar results hold for the
exhaust gas from the cylinder term and for the irreversibilities term.
Fig. 4 examines the same in-cylinder properties, but now their values are reduced to the cylin-

der’s fuel availability over each cycle. Here, we see that the reduced availability term for heat
loss to the walls initially increases with the increase in fueling, but subsequently decreases and
finally returns to the initial value of almost 18% of the fuel availability, owing to the greater
increases of the other terms. The response of the heat loss term shows an hysterysis compared
esponse of cylinder availability properties to an increase i
Fig. 3. R n load.
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to the work one, although it should be noted that the maximum change in the reduced values is
in the order of 2 percentage points, or approximately 10%, compared to the peak value
observed at cycle 23. The absolute value of the reduced term of exhaust gases leaving the cylin-
der (corresponding mass flow rate _mm5j and flow availability b5 in Eq. (4)), on the other hand,
increases steadily with the increase in fueling as the transient event develops. The reduced in-cyl-
inder irreversibilities decrease due to the fact that combustion irreversibilities fall with increasing
load [26]. Greater loads result in less degradation of fuel chemical availability when transferred
to the (hotter) exhaust gases and also less mixing of exhaust gases with the air.
Fig. 5 deconvolutes the irreversibilities terms (J) inside the cylinder, i.e. combustion, inlet and

exhaust ones. The dominant role of the combustion irreversibilities is shown here (at least 95%
of the total cylinder ones), having an increasing importance as the transient event develops, i.e.
with increase in fueling. Their greatest part is produced at the early stage of combustion where
the gas temperature is still low. The inlet irreversibilities account for throttling across the inlet
valve, which in any case are small due to the relatively low pressure and temperature of the inlet
gas. It must be noted here, that the irreversibilities due to the throttling across the exhaust valve
are accounted for in the exhaust manifold irreversibilities.
Fig. 6 shows the response of the total irreversibilities, i.e. of cylinders plus manifolds plus

aftercooler plus turbocharger, reduced to the total injected fuel availability. Owing to the great
contribution of the combustion irreversibilities, the total ones show a similar transient profile
with those of the in-cylinder ones depicted in Fig. 4, i.e. they decrease as the load increases with
the minimum value occurring at cycle 23.
Fig. 7 concentrates on the irreversibilities terms of the various subsystems, reduced now to

the total irreversibilities. Here, we show how cylinder as well as inlet manifold, exhaust mani-
fold, compressor, turbine, and aftercooler irreversibilities develop according to the evolution of
der availability properties, reduced to the fuel availability
Fig. 4. Response of cylin , to an increase in load.
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Fig. 5. Response of various in-cylinder irreversibilities to an increase in load.
total irreversibilities term, reduced to the fuel availability, to
Fig. 6. Response of an increase in load.
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engine cycles. The relative importance of the cylinder irreversibilities decrease as the transient
event develops (cf. Fig. 4), due to the increase in loading and thus fueling. The inlet manifold
irreversibilities constitute a very small percentage of the total ones (not greater than 3% and
with decreasing relative importance during the transient event), whereas those of the exhaust
manifold increase substantially from cycle 10 where the main increase in the injected fuel quan-
tity (and thus gas pressures and temperatures) occurs, reaching as much as 15% of the total irre-
versibilities at cycle 31. Turbocharger irreversibilities increase during the transient event due to
the increase in both compressor and turbine pressure and temperature, accounting for 4.7% of
the total irreversibilities at cycle no. 28. The compressor irreversibilities outweigh the turbine
ones, except for the first cycles where the turbine isentropic efficiency is lower. Aftercooler irre-
versibilities never exceed 0.47% of the total ones (cycle no. 30), proving the low importance of
this process as well as the very low potential for work recovery. It is also interesting to note,
that the cycle where the maximum (or minimum) percentage occurs differs for every subsystem.
This is due to the different ‘‘inertia’’ of each subsystem, which differentiates also its transient
response.
Fig. 8 concentrates on the first and the last cycle of the particular transient operation, show-

ing the development in the rate of the various availability terms (J/
v
CA), i.e. cylinder (Eq. (9)),

fuel, work, heat loss to the walls, irreversibilities (all for cylinder no. 1), exhaust gas to ambient,
exhaust manifold irreversibilities and turbine irreversibilities. Similarly, Fig. 9 focuses on the
first and the last cycle of the particular transient operation, providing the development of the
respective cumulative availability terms (J). Here, compared to Fig. 8, the inlet manifold as well
as the compressor cumulative irreversibilities terms are depicted. The pulsating form deriving
from the six cylinders contribution is obvious as regards properties of manifolds and turbo-
charger. Cylinder cumulative availability, as expected, sums up to zero after the 720

v
CA of
us diesel engine and its subsystems irreversibilities terms, red
Fig. 7. Response of vario uced to the total irrever-
sibilities, to an increase in load.
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the first or the last cycle. Both the fuel and the combustion irreversibility profiles develop in a

similar way.
7. Conclusion

A detailed second-law analysis has been carried out on a 6-cylinder, turbocharged diesel

engine to study the availability performance of all engine subsystems during transient operation,

after a load-change commencing from a low load. The model’s energy results are confirmed

with experimental tests.
The availability term for the heat loss to the cylinder walls increases substantially during the

transient event (increased potential for work recovery), but the reduced term returns to the

initial value after a peak in the middle of the transient event. The availability of the exhaust

gases from the cylinder increase significantly after an increase in load (increased potential for

work recovery).
nt in the rate (J/
v
CA) of availability terms of diesel engine and its subsystems,
Fig. 8. Developme at the initial and

final steady-state conditions.
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Cylinder irreversibilities decrease, proportionally, after a ramp increase in load due to the

subsequent increase in fueling, while combustion irreversibilities account for at least 95% of the

total cylinder ones. Every operating parameter that can decrease the amount of combustion

irreversibilities (e.g. greater cylinder wall temperature) is favorable according to second-law and

can lead to increased piston work.
Exhaust manifold irreversibilities increase significantly during a load increase, reaching as

high as 15% of the total ones, highlighting another process which needs to be studied for poss-

ible efficiency improvement. This increased amount of irreversibilities arises mainly from the

greater pressures and temperatures due to turbocharging, which have already lowered the

reduced magnitude of combustion irreversibilities. The inlet manifold irreversibilities, on the

other hand, are of lesser and decreasing importance during the transient event.
lopment in the cumulative (J) availability terms of diesel engine and its subsystems, at the initi
Fig. 9. Deve al and final
steady-state conditions.
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Turbocharger irreversibilities, though only a fraction of the (dominant) combustion ones, are
not negligible, while the intercooler irreversibilities steadily remain of lesser importance (less
than 0.5% of the total ones) during a load change.
The cycle where each (reduced) availability term presents its peak is different for every sub-

system.
Appendix A

For the Whitehouse–Way [2] combustion model, the preparation limited combustion rate P
(kg of fuel per

v
CA) is

P ¼ K1M
1�x
i Mx

up
y
O (A.1)

which controls the burned fuel for the larger part of combustion, while for the reaction rate R
(kg of fuel per

v
CA) which is responsible for the early part of combustion it holds

R ¼ K2pO

N
ffiffiffiffi
T

p e�act=T
ð
ðP� RÞ du (A.2)

where Mi ¼
Ð
ðdmfi=duÞ du is the total mass (kg) of injected fuel up to the crank angle u con-

sidered, and (dmfi=du) is the injection rate found from the analytical fuel injection model. Mu ¼
Mi �

Ð
P du is the total mass (kg) of unprepared fuel, ‘‘act’’ is the reduced activation energy (K)

accounting for the ignition delay and pO is the partial pressure of oxygen (bar) in the main
chamber or the prechamber.
The heat loss QL to cylinder walls is given by the model of Annand [2]:

dQL

dt
¼ Fp akRebðTw � TgÞ=Dþ c T4

w � T4
g

� 	h i
(A.3)

where Fp ¼ 2pD2=4þ pDx is the surface and x the instantaneous cylinder height in contact with
the gas, k is the gas thermal conductivity (W/m K), the Reynolds number Re is calculated with
a characteristic speed equal to the mean piston speed and a characteristic length equal to the
piston diameter D, and a, b, c are constants determined after matching with experimental data
at steady-state conditions.
For the evaluation of internal energy, we have [25,26]:

dU

du
¼

X4
i¼1

ui
dmi

du
þ
X4
i¼1

micvi
dT

du
(A.4)

where mi is the mass of species i (O2, N2, CO2, and H2O) and cv is the specific heat capacity
under constant volume (a function of temperature only cv ¼ du=dT), with

ui ¼ uiðTÞ þ u0i (A.5)

where the constants for the fourth order polynomial relation uiðTÞ can be found in Benson and
Whitehouse [2], and u0i is the internal energy at absolute zero.
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Similarly, the rate of entropy change of the cylinder contents in Eq. (9) is

dS

du
¼

X4
i¼1

dmi

du
siðT ; xipÞ þ

X4
i¼1

mi

T
cpi

dT

du
� V

T

dp

du
(A.6)

with

siðT ;xipÞ ¼ s0iðT ; poÞ � Rsln
xip

po

� �
(A.7)

and s0iðT ; poÞ a function of temperature only, with xi the molar fraction of species i in the mix-
ture.
For the Gibbs free enthalpy

dGo

du
¼

X4
i¼1

dmi

du
loi (A.8)

where loi ¼ giðTo; xipoÞ is the chemical potential of species i at ambient conditions, with

giðTo; xipoÞ ¼ hiðToÞ � TosiðTo; xipoÞ ¼ hiðToÞ � To s0iðTo; poÞ � RslnðxiÞ
 �

(A.9)
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